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New York is the destination of choice for people who want to enjoy a wonderful vacation. People
from all over the world visit New York to take in the beautiful sights and sounds that are unique to
this city. There are many ways to explore New York and one of the best ways is to get a New York
sightseeing pass. This pass is available in various denominations and visitors can choose a pass as
per their budget and vacation schedule. There are several benefits of using the New York
sightseeing pass as one can visit various popular attractions without the need of standing in line to
buy tickets or to get admission. The sightseeing passes allow instant admission to the popular
attractions like Empire State Building and Statue of Liberty and many other destinations.

Visitors to New York can also club a NY Skyride tour with the Empire State Building Tour to save
both time and money. The NY Skyride is located inside the Empire State Building and it is a virtual
tour simulator which takes visitors on an aerial tour of New York. The tour comes to life through a
platform that moves in sync to an 18-foot high-definition screen. The virtual tour is narrated by actor
Kevin Bacon and it includes some of the most popular landmarks of New York. Located on the
second floor of the Empire State Building, NY Skyride is a brilliant way to explore New York skyline
in a completely immersive experience. The visitors who choose the NY Skyride tour can also save
75% of the Observatory waiting time when the buy the combo NY Skyride/Empire State Building
ticket.

There are several tour providers that offer New York sightseeing pass and visitors to New York
should do their research and choose the pass that best suits their needs. They can choose from the
sightseeing passes that include the attractions of their preference and that are within their budget
too. In case the visitors are traveling in groups, they can also enquire about the groups passes that
offer discounts on the New York sightseeing passes.
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